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Sarah
MacGinnis
Parent of a
Grade 10
GAEL

“There are so many benefits of sending your child to GDHS – the
obvious being small classroom size which gives amazing access to
the teachers for increased educational purposes but it allows them
to learn more about their students and individualize advice, learning
and guidance to their benefit. Our daughter has been sought out
and suggested course selections based on her academic success
and challenges, personally encouraged to join programs based on
her strengths and interests and had the opportunity to participate in
activities that have grown her leadership skills.
What solidified our decision was post-secondary opportunities, and
how our choice of high school would affect her future. Colleges and
Universities take note of not just the percentage of successful
graduates, but also how many of those graduates are successful in
their post-secondary endeavours, and GDHS has an impressive
success rate. We wanted our daughter to benefit from not just her
abilities and efforts, but also the reputation of the school she
attended, making GDHS the obvious choice.”

Amanda
Nevin
Parent of two
Grade 10
GAELS

“I have two students currently in grade ten and one on her way next
year for grade nine. Glencoe District High School has given my
children opportunities that I feel they wouldn't have been provided at
a larger school. Being in a smaller school their class sizes are
smaller. This gives students the chance to get more help if needed.
It’s like being in a private school without having to pay for it. They
were also able to participate in sports that they may not have been
able to in a larger school. The teachers know all the kids by name
whether they have them in their class or not. They go out of their
way to help them get the best marks they can get. By being in a
local school there have been more opportunities for after-school
extracurricular activities, or jobs. Kids at Glencoe don’t get lost in
the shuffle.”

Tracy and
Steve Harvie
Parents of a
graduate
and a
Grade 12
GAEL

“As parents we appreciate everything GDHS has had to offer to both
our daughters. The sense of community and support has been key
in their experience. Our oldest graduated from GDHS and is in her
third year at Western University. GDHS prepared her well for postsecondary and she’s thriving there. She looks back on her high
school career with great memories and a fondness of the staff and
students that she shared her time with. Our youngest daughter is in
Grade 12 and is living her final year of high school through the
current pandemic. It hasn’t been ideal for her final year, but she
feels safe coming to school and the one-on-one experience she has
had with her teachers has been amazing for her. Especially when
she’s preparing to apply to post-secondary. Both of our daughters
have enjoyed not only the academic part of school but the sports
and extra-curriculars GDHS has to offer. Which we know will come
back eventually for others as time moves forward. We cannot
express enough how much we appreciate that our girls were able to
experience the feeling of safety, security, support and community by
attending a small school. They take this sense of family with them
wherever they go and always look forward to coming home.”

Andrea
Burdick
Parent of two
graduates
and a Grade
10 GAEL

“GDHS is more than ‘the town school’. It’s small. It’s been here many
years. My husband went here and a few teachers are still teaching
here... In my opinion ‘this little country school’ has SO MUCH to
offer! So very much more than a bigger city school, with numerous
program choices. The beauty of this ‘little’ school is that it has HUGE
SPIRIT. There are MANY spirit days and opportunities for your child
to join in and be included in the fun! What school do you know of that
provides the entire building with a full turkey meal at Christmas? Or a
chance to go offsite for an overnight GAELS team building
experience? My kids have all talked about GAEL Force for years
after they’ve attended. It’s definitely been a highlight of their school
career here! The staff have been so supportive of all 3 of my children
while they attended GDHS & after! When my oldest son lost a
classmate to suicide, the entire faculty supported the kids in every
way possible. And as a parent, that meant so much to see teachers
rally around the kids & walk alongside of them to support them not
only academically but emotionally as well. I’ll never forget that. The
entire staff will know your child by name in the first week of school,
regardless of whether they are in his or her class. This was important
to me as a parent because I felt like MY child mattered. That MY
child was not just a face in a sea of faces. But that the teachers care
enough to make my child’s learning experience successful.

…Andrea
Burdick
continued

It’s been my experience that when asked for help (by my child or
questioned by myself) every teacher HAS offered it and followed
through. They really want your child to succeed and shine. The
graduation rate here for years has been well above 90%..unheard of
in ‘big schools.’ The decision to attend another school out of bounds
was never given a thought, as there are very few electives in the
first 2 years of school, meaning, core subjects are the same whether
here or there. GDHS has unique programs that are NOT offered
elsewhere, such as the much sought after Specialist High Skills
Major Program. For my daughter who worked frequently after her
Co-ops, living close to her school allowed her much more time to
complete homework or earn money. Time not spent travelling on the
highway, especially in winter. I love our ‘little town school.’ I support
GDHS. The more kids that attend in the grade 9 & 10 years,
solidifies teaching lines which means more electives can be brought
here. It’s all about the numbers of butts in seats, to the Thames
Valley Board. Keeping our kids in our local schools means keeping
teachers employed HERE and bringing elective opportunities here
as well. Kids that attend ‘out of bounds’ schools are disappointed
when they try to sign up for classes and won’t get the elective if
there’s a child that wants it from that town...your child is not priority
there, in the sea of faces. At GDHS they are the PRIORITY!”

Eryn
Cummings
Parent of a
Grade 10
GAEL

“Glencoe District High School is small but mighty. The involvement
teachers and staff have with the students is outstanding. They know
your kids and motivate them to be the best student they can be.
GDHS is hands on in the community, students and staff at events to
volunteer hours, everyone is helping out. We are proud to have our
family attend GDHS and looking forward to the next attending in the
fall.”

Claudia Lew
Parent of a
Grade 9
GAEL

“We knew when we chose GDHS that everyone wants the young
people to succeed, and it has been proven every day since."

Deb Dolbear
Van Bilsen
Parent of a
graduate
and of a
Grade 11
GAEL

“Lots of students look forward to 'moving on' from grade eight to
high school with fear and trepidation, and that is totally normal! It's a
huge step! There are the simple, yet obvious differences from day
one. You get to leave behind 'lining up single file, putting your coats
on hangers in the hall and indoor shoes on the shelf' to having your
own locker and lock to yourself (oh btw - check the dimensions so
your shelves fit - the first time! lol) - and the independence of tossing
your stinky, sweaty phys. ed clothes in the bottom of your locker
under binders and stuff OR duplicating your favourite Instagramer's
posts with pictures of your friends and selfies to remind you that life
is a whole lot better with them smiling back at you! BUT if you're
wondering if you will get the courses you need or if you will be
prepared for college or university by Grade 12, the answer is YES x
2! Not only do you receive one-on-one support from your teachers,
but you can participate in extracurricular activities like Students'
Council, sports teams, clubs or the SHSM Program. All you need to
do is show up and do the work! My favourite part as a parent to one
recent grad and current Grade 11 student - GDHS is like an
oversized family and this family spends time together! Sometimes
that means good times and celebratory moments, other times it
involves supporting one another in challenging moments or even
tragedy - but the staff and students of GDHS are here to support
you. If you want a safe and secure place to be then GDHS is it!”

Jennifer
Ryan
Parent of two
graduates
and a Grade
10 GAEL

“When people say, “it’s not the house that makes the home, but it’s
the people in it”, most people tend to agree, that yes it is the people
who are most important to making us feel safe, wanted and
loved. After having three of my sons attend GDHS, I am of the
same mindset of our hometown high school. It is the people in our
school that make it such a great place for our children to
attend. When my two older sons, who have both graduated GDHS,
speak of their high school years it is most often about the teachers
they had. “Do you remember when Broderick did….? Remember
when Flegel said….? I remember when Ms. Grover……”... all
statements said with love and respect in their voices that came from
being treated very well and having been led by teachers who cared
for them very much.
I highly recommend students attend Glencoe District High School,
not only for the quality education that your child will receive, but
because they also learn how to be responsible and caring people
because of the modelling from the educators around them. They
see how to give back to their community from the School Soup
lunch to the many acts of community involvement that students are
encouraged to participate in.

…Jennifer
Ryan
continued

I love that the School motto is “Smaller, Smarter, Stronger” because
that is what I feel the school offered to my sons. It is a smaller
school, however my sons never felt like they missed out on any
opportunities, as they recognized the opportunities that they did get
being in a more intimate environment. They have all received
educational experiences that are second to none because of the
teachers in the building and those experiences cannot be replicated
in a big school.

I, myself am a secondary school teacher in a small school in a
different board, so I know the experiences that can be offered to
students in our buildings and how we can look after the students
who are in front of us every day. I am forever amazed at what has
been done in GDHS through the teachers and what they offer to our
kids. My family has been completely happy with the experience
they have had and continue to receive at GDHS, and I know without
a doubt it is the best place for your child to be.”

¨Smaller, Smarter, Stronger.¨ GDHS truly embraces these three
words. The first of our children entered grade 9 at GDHS this year
and he has had an amazing start. As a parent and educator, GDHS
was the best option for our son.

Carrie
McEachern
Parent of a
Grade 9
GAEL

Smaller class sizes allow the students to feel comfortable to step out
of their comfort zone and ask the questions that they might not feel
as comfortable to ask in a larger class. It also allows the educators
to give detailed, specific and individualized feedback that the
students can use to grow. The ability to have teachers who are
passionate about their teaching subjects and who genuinely invest
in the success of their students is unmatched. Our son has felt the
sense of community that GDHS has to offer, even in the midst of a
pandemic. This would not have happened in a larger school. Even
though this educational year has been anything but ¨normal¨,
teachers have been in constant connection with both students and
parents about all the safety protocol, learning expectations and
changes to the scheduling of quadmesters. As parents, we have
always been confident that GDHS is continuing to do everything
possible to keep their students and staff safe.”

Erin WallerBurnett
Parent of a
Grade 9
GAEL

“GDHS is a fantastic home town school. With smaller class sizes the
students get the attention and help needed! The teachers and staff
are all incredible. My child started grade 9 this year and the staff
have made it the best year possible! The staff are all extremely
welcoming and take the time to know the student’s names, even if
they haven’t taught them yet! The staff’s goals are always about
providing quality education and leading them down the road to
success. All while being fun, supportive and helpful!! The
bonus...the school spirit!! It’s pretty rocking’ with all the school spirit
days they have!”
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